Real People Sharing Strange Encounters with the Unknown: Strange experiences by real people like you with the dark frightening unknown

Imagine you are a young teenager hanging out with your friends on the football field behind
the school one night when a large strange craft floats over the field. Now image losing hours
of time before making it home that night. A terrifying event for a teen. Or you live near a
secret lab owned by the government that is known to do horrible things to animals and you
fear - humans. This is the reality of those who live near Plum Island. How about you are a
person who has spent a lifetime being abducted and abused by that which remains unknown
and decide you have had enough and take matters into your own hands All of these are real
events that have happened to people exactly like you Frightening, however, told to us by
those who lived these encounters. The real fear , however, is that it may only be time before
it is your turn to be the one who finds they are alone looking into the cold dead eyes of the
unknown.
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